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PREFACE

This book originated as a compilation of several essays I had written over the years, generally for informal oral presentation, and now appearing as Chapters 2, 5, and 8. Chapter 2 originally was presented as a paper before a joint meeting of the New England chapter of the American Musicological Society and the Northeast chapter of the Society for Ethnomusicology, at Tufts University in 1993; Chapter 5 was written for a similar joint meeting, also at Tufts, in 1985; Chapter 4 expands on my detailed notes for a colloquium given at the University of Pittsburgh; and Chapter 8 was a guest lecture at the University of Connecticut. Chapters 1, 3, 4, 6 and 7 are newly written for this book. Every thought has been reconsidered, to put forward ideas only embryonically realized as long as thirty years ago, and to weed out unnecessary duplication.

[...]

Appendix 2, the score of *Rondel chinois* by the twenty-year-old Debussy, is offered as an Easter egg in this book. To my knowledge, it has not previously been published anywhere. It has been recorded, however, by Mady Mesplé, soprano, and Dalton Baldwin, piano, EMI Classics CMS 7 64095 2 (1980, 3 compact discs), and possibly elsewhere.
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INTRODUCTION

In the century after Claude Debussy composed the works that have permanently defined his reputation, the history of music, like everything else, has been exploded and reassembled repeatedly under the impact of world events and the emergence of technological cultures that permuted five thousand years of civilization. Yet Debussy’s compositional legacy is secure for all time, and, no less important, musicians are now beginning to understand, much better than was possible before, the ways in which his achievement has permanently transformed the evolution of tonal music. This transformation can now be seen to be as important to our own time as Wagner’s before him, and as Schoenberg’s after him. It is possible, however, that neither the influence nor the understanding have outdistanced Debussy’s own achievement on its own terms; many of Debussy’s works are less widely performed than others, and certainly less than the best-known works of Ravel and the early ballets of Stravinsky, works on which Debussy’s influence can be most directly perceived.

Debussy himself was a very private person, reserved and even shy, whose personality has been all the more tantalizing to those who study his life and work. Many writers have sought to discuss the man Debussy in the light of his contemporaries in literature and the visual arts, and to draw conclusions about him and his music from the evidence of his letters and published writings and the testimony of his friends. Debussy’s pioneering biographer, Léon Vallas, was one of the first to do this,¹ and after him Edward Lockspeiser, whose Debussy: His Life and Mind, in two volumes (1962, 1965), includes not only a wealth of personal historical detail about Debussy and his musician friends, but also offers a rich portrait of the arts in Debussy’s time and of how these influenced Debussy’s aesthetics.² The biographical task was greatly hindered by the sale of Debussy’s musical and literary documents after his death and their disappearance into a multitude of libraries and private collections; it is a tribute to the persistent effort and skill of Vallas and Lockspeiser that they succeeded as well as they did.

Lockspeiser’s pioneering work has been amplified and supplemented by several valuable publications in recent years. Marcel Dietschy’s La Passion de Claude Debussy (1962), published in English as A Portrait of Claude Debussy, is the best Debussy biography currently in print;³ Roger Nichols’s new Life of Debussy (1998) is an excellent short biography.⁴ These are well supplemented by Roger Nichols’s Debussy Remembered, a collection of portraits-mémoires by many who knew Debussy personally.⁵ Examination of Debussy’s widely scattered documentary record has been facilitated by comprehensive, if not yet definitive, editions of Debussy’s own critical writings and correspondence.⁶ James R. Briscoe’s Claude Debussy: A Guide to Research (1990)⁷ is an indispensable starting point for study of the vast and widely distributed Debussy bibliography.

These admirable books do not, however, go deeply into Debussy’s music. It remained for scholars of the past thirty years, chiefly in England and America, to confront the music directly with coherent analytical and comparative methods, and these approaches vary widely in their consistency and applicability — which is not surprising, considering the constantly evolving scope of Debussy’s tonality and form in his major works. Many excellent articles have been published on an almost regular basis in
several British and American journals and in *Cahiers Debussy*; a new volume of *Debussy Studies* is particularly valuable; and monographs have appeared on individual works, notably on *Pelléas et Mélisande* and *La mer*. Robert Orledge's *Debussy and the Theatre* is outstanding for its detailed coverage of Debussy's many unfinished projects in opera and ballet as well as of *Pelléas et Mélisande*. Roy Howat's *Debussy in Proportion: A Musical Analysis* is a uniquely original study of Debussy's approach to form. Two recent symposia, *Debussy and His World* and *The Cambridge Companion to Debussy*, testify to the increasingly active state of Debussy studies today.

Richard Parks's large-scale study, *The Music of Claude Debussy*, discusses many individual works; notwithstanding some useful and even penetrating insights in individual cases, Parks's generally set-theoretical approach fails significantly, in my view, to enlarge or assist our understanding of how to hear Debussy's music.

An early examination of Debussy's works, still unsurpassed for its comprehensiveness and penetration, is Laurence Berman's doctoral dissertation for Harvard University (1965); though much referred to by later investigators, this profoundly valuable analytical study remains unpublished.

Performers and scholars alike now rejoice in the launching of the new *Oeuvres Complètes de Claude Debussy*, to be published in 36 volumes by Musica Gallica and Éditions Durand and encompassing all of Debussy's musical works including sketches; about one-third of these volumes have already appeared. This landmark series is the first ever French-published edition of the works of any composer that meets modern critical and editorial standards. The editor-in-chief, François Lesure, was able to point with pride to the significant progress of the new edition before his tragic and unexpected death in 2001. Of all the Debussy scholars active in France in the last fifty years, Lesure was the most expert and the most productive. His *Catalogue de l’oeuvre de Claude Debussy* (1977) marks the beginning of systematic documentary study of Debussy's works as a whole; his large-scale biography of Debussy is currently planned for publication in English.

What is now emerging from the various studies of Debussy's music is that the uniqueness of his art resides not in his harmonic vocabulary, nor in the specialized heterophony of his instrumental textures, nor even in the idiosyncrasies of his anticlassical thematic and formal approach in different works; it resides in the synthesis of all of these and more. Considered in isolation, Debussy's harmonic discoveries are no more radically new than Fauré's in the early works or Ravel's in the later (indeed, rather less so); Debussy's approaches to modulation, overall tonality, even thematic treatment, have plenty of antecedents in Chopin, Liszt and Wagner. But in Debussy's music, subject to the control of a masterly instinct for uniquely significant formal structure, these elements combine to form a whole that is incomparably more than the mere synthetic sum of analytic parts.

If there is a unifying thread in this book, it is the attempt to elucidate tonal structure, which is much the same thing as harmonic coherence. Tonality, for Debussy no less than for other composers, represents the projection of a chosen pitch-class hierarchically through time; but for Debussy, more than for any other composer of his era, the individuality of the harmony generates the tonality and the form.
Debussy’s works from *Faune* and after provide vivid examples of the ways in which a particular chord, and especially a particular or central pitch-class within the chord, is selected for a formal structural importance. The centering structural role of C sharp as a nonclassical tonic in *Faune* has been recognized for a long time; the function of A flat as a structural center in the middle section of *Fêtes* goes far beyond the simple idea of a classical pedal point.

Without flattering myself that I have absorbed the significance of all of the isolated facets of Debussy’s multicolored art, I still claim to have identified aspects that are particularly important, and that may have been insufficiently addressed in the past. My own examinations of Debussy have been sporadic rather than systematic, but in their totality, over the years, they amount to my greatly increased understanding of his music. It will be obvious that I stress certain aspects of Debussy’s individuality not widely remarked by others, especially absolute-pitch values, preferred sonorities, and aural images. In my search, I have regularly relied on my own instincts and intuitions as a composer rather than on formalized theoretical or analytical systems, although I have not hesitated to refer to Schenker, French theory, and pitch-class set theory when I felt these would be useful. I can only hope that most of the time, knowing that Debussy’s approach to composition results in an autonomous origin of form, and that every work presents something new and different, my instincts have led me in the right direction.

**********

2. London, Cassell & Company. This was preceded by Lockspeiser’s shorter book, *Debussy*, which remains valuable and has been updated in many details since Lockspeiser’s death in 1973 (London, Dent, Master Musicians Series, 5th edition revised by Richard Langham Smith, 1980).


16. Lesure’s successor as editor-in-chief is Denis Herlin, formerly *rédacteur-en-chef adjoint*. Herlin is also the editor for the *Oeuvres complètes* of the full score of Debussy’s *Nocturnes* (series 5, volume 3); see Chapter 4, note 11.